
As a young Industrial Design Major in the late 
‘80s, I had a crisis of vocation. My mentor, 
Professor Ken Hunnibell at the Rhode Island 
School of Design, where I took his elective 
course Aspects of Design Responsibil ity, 
spurred it. We read the book, Design for the 
Real World by Victor Papanek. I couldn’t get 
past the preface where he cites advertising 
design, “the phoniest field”, as the only other 
profession more harmful than Industrial Design. 
He said, “…industrial design has put murder on 
a mass-production basis”. That murder comes 
in the form of design of “unsafe automobiles” 
and “permanent garbage to clutter up the 
landscape”. Ken further drove this point home 
by having the class visit the largest landfill in 
New England, where flaming methane burners 
dotted the mountainous apocalyptic landscape 
of garbage. Upon graduation I contemplated 
hiding out in academia and pursuing an MBA, but 
instead landed a job in the footwear industry to 
get hands-on business experience as a corporate 
designer.  I craved an understanding of the whole 
business picture and design’s role in it.

Several years later after working in the 
Northeast, I answered the call to the Pacific 
Northwest to the über house of corporate design, 
Nike in Oregon. My passion for sustainability 
was re-ignited in 1999 when Team Shambala, 
Nike’s broadest effort to awaken the company 
to environmental issues was born. With this 
initiative I replicated the garbage tour for 
designers. We visited Portland’s Metro waste 
management facility, the St. John’s landfill, the 
backroom of St. Vincent de Paul thrift, and the 
former Nike Grind facility in Wilsonville. The idea 
was to have the designers look downstream from 
their drawing tables to the waste stream.

Nike’s sustainability efforts continued to simmer 
in the business until 2005 when a driven team 
of design leaders created the Nike Considered 
line of product. The debut of our sustainable 
product was led by the Considered Boot: a single 
shoe lace woven between the leather parts of 
the upper stitching that secured the upper to 
the sole, eliminating adhesives and allowing for 
easier disassembly and an outsole that snapped 
together without the need for glue. Recognizing 
the success of Considered, executive leadership 
in the company committed to creating the 
Considered organization, devoted to embedding 
environmental sustainability through the ethos 
of Considered Design across the company.  
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Serendipitously, I was having my next crisis 
of vocation. I was cranking out another line of 
product when my conscience wondered what 
was next. There had to be something more than 
the “relentless flow” product treadmill I was 
running. Seeing the Considered opportunity, I 
jumped on board. Instead of designing another 
line of shoes, I’m working with a world class, 
multi-disciplinary team of biologists, engineers, 
chemists, materials gurus, designers and 
business people on some tough problems; 
everything from how to institutional ize 
sustainability into Nike’s varied business 
categories, to how to attach dissimilar materials 
without the use of VOCs. For example, we have 
one of the largest buys for organic cotton in the 
industry. Only Wal-Mart’s is larger.

Watching Nike produce hundreds of millions 
of products each year, and the incredible 
talent, resources and supply chain behind it, 
I ask myself, who’s buying this stuff? They 
shop online, at the mall , or the boutique. 
Their closets and garages are bursting at the 
hinges. Designers are the worst consumers. We 
love stuff. We express ourselves through the 
cleverest things we can find if we can’t design 
them ourselves. We curate our own personal 
collections of widgets. Our livelihood is based 
upon our ability to give our clients and brands a 
competitive advantage in a sea of sameness.

I look around on my thankfully short highway 
commute every morning – single drivers behind 
the wheels of their FJ Cruisers, Escapes, and 
Q7s. Marketers push stories to them to buy 
within their demographic. But these are people, 
not silos. They have jobs, bills, families, joys and 
woes. What drives them to consume?

I asked Context Research founder, Robbie 
Blinkoff, PhD, this question. An anthropologist, 
he exclaimed, “It’s suffering!” The realization 
was like a lightning bolt out of the sky. Our 
human suffering drives us to consume. Whether 
it’s television, coffee, food, alcohol, or shopping, 
our act of consuming is a form of distraction.

I asked Alex Steffen of World Changing the same 
question. He noted that in our American culture 
we consume when we are sad. We are educated, 
and have at our fingertips all the information we 
need, 24 hours a day. The war, election, global 
warming, rising gas prices and the recession are 
all constantly streaming at us. Studies have even 
shown that shopping is a form of therapy.

Everyday we are told that we suck because 
we don’t rock the right bling bag, or wring the 
right mop. Today’s theme in my spam folder is 
about the PhD I don’t have and can get online. 
Tomorrow’s theme will probably be about how 
to get cheap scripts for my ED! Researchers are 
finding traces of pharmaceuticals and caffeine 
in fish close to municipal effluents. What we 
tinkle down the toilet is swimming in the eco-
system.

In February I spent time in the rural, coastal 
farming vilage where my mother was born in 
the third-world Philippines. I sensed none of 
the pressure or anxiety I associate with living 
in the United States. My uncle, at 81 years old 
is the only physician in the town, dividing his 
time between the country and the city. Patients 
wait quietly outside his clinic for his arrival. I 
worry what will happen to the good people of 
Baganga if he decides to retire. Yet, I had no 
sense that the first-world problems that are in 
my face everyday have yet reached this remote 
town. Tragically, they will feel it when the sea 
levels rise and most of their lands recede.

Our issues are first-world issues, or to better 
put it, over-developed-world issues. We have 
to reconcile the consequences of our collective 
obesity. While on autopilot for our next latte, 
there are over 1 billion people on the planet 
without safe access to drinking water.  

The title on Cameron Sinclair’s business card 
reads, “eternal optimist”. As the founder of 
Architecture for Humanity, his global movement 
of thousands of architects, designers and 
engineers are defining a new space for design 
by addressing humanitarian crises. In his book, 
Design Like You Give a Damn, every page is filled 
with inspiring and practical examples of “design 
for the real world”. For example, throughout 
Africa where water collection is a daily ordeal, 
the Hippo Water Roller reduces the skeletal 
stress of carrying a bucket on one’s head by 
allowing a round drum to be pushed and rolled 
on the ground to and from distant water sources 
with a metal handle.

Recognizing the high incidence of childhood 
cancers , Swedish oncologist Karl-Henrik 
Robert probed to the root of the causes, and 
founded The Natural Step framework. Part of 
the framework’s philosophy is based on four 
sustainability principals.  Oregon real estate 
developer Gerding Edlen requires all their 
employees to be trained in The Natural Step 
framework (TNS).  The Whistler resort in British 
Columbia is also using TNS to plan for the 2010 
Winter Olympics.

IN A SUSTAINABLE SOCIETY

We need to stop introducing metals and elements 

from the Earth’s crust that damage the natural 

systems needed to sustain life. (e.g. mercury, 

cadmium and excess amounts of carbon).

We need to stop introducing synthetic 

substances into nature that persist and interfere 

with natural life cycles. (e.g. persistent chemicals 

like PCBs).

We need to protect natural systems so that they 

can continue to function to provide clean air, 

water, and soil.

We need to create societies free of injustice 

and inequality so that all people can pursue the 

fulfillment of their needs. 

Living in the Pacific Northwest, I ’ve had 
access to Native American culture and craft, 
which remains alive in small pockets.  Native 
American communities are the best examples 
of societies that live by TNS principals.  Living 
off the land, everything is used, nothing goes 
to waste, and possessions are re-circulated in 
a giveaway. I believe the answer to a lot of the 
ills we are facing in the world can be found in 
native wisdom. The act of creation is a sacred 
and powerful gift. Mindful intention, as a prayer, 
breathes into every stitch sewn and each bead 
applied.

So why am I still at Nike and not with an NGO or 
in academia preaching to aspiring designers? 
Nike has an incredible influence, footprint, reach 
and power. As Ben Parker said to his nephew, 
the budding teen super arachnid, “With great 
power comes great responsibility”.

My crisis of vocation, as a young Industrial 
Designer and as a seasoned corporate designer 
has bloomed into my life’s calling:  a creative 
problem-solver facing a world in crisis. I stand on 
the cusp of being a designer at Nike working on 
sustainability, to being a sustainability designer 
working at Nike.

Jane Savage is the Director of Category Integration,  
Nike Considered  Design, where she is responsible for 
embedding the considered  sustainability ethos across 
the businesses at Nike. She lives with  her husband and  
son in Portland, Oregon.
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